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Stone & Webster Engineering Corporation for the Philadelphia & Reading Coal & 
Iron Company 
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200 Mahantongo Street 
Pottsville, Pennsylvania, 17901 

The Locust Summit Central Breaker and associated buildings were largely abandoned 
in 1955 when the breaker was closed to a stand-by basis. Eighty-five of the three
hundred man crew remained, for a time, operating the flotation plant on the east side 
of State Route 2033. Currently, the Reading Anthracite Coal Bagging Company oc
cupies one modem building located southwest of the breaker on the west side of State 
Route 2033, and a salvage yard occupies the site of the former Reading Briquet Com
pany. The Locust Summit Breaker and associated buildings remain abandoned. 

The Locust Summit Central Breaker is an example of a highly intact breaker com
plex, significant for its history and technology. The Locust Summit Central Breaker is 
illustrative of attempts by coal companies to modernize and centralize processing op
erations during the early decades of the twentieth century. The history of the Locust 
Summit operation relates the effect of centralization on labor relations, local econo
mies, and the coal industry itself. An examination of the breaker and its associated 
buildings, structures, and land features illustrates the engineering and technological 
advances incorporated in the planning and construction of this coal processing com
plex. 

The Locust Summit Central Breaker was surveyed and subsequently determined eli
gible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places in 1988. The breaker is 
currently slated for demolition due to its deteriorated and hazardous condition. To 
mitigate the adverse effect, the State Historic Preservation Office stipulated HAER 
documentation of the breaker within its setting. This documentation was undertaken 
to fulfill this stipulation. 

Connie Torbeck, Philip Ruth and Dan Zagorski 
Cultural Heritage Research Services, Inc. (CHRS) 
403 East Walnut Street, North Wales, PA 19454 
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INTRODUCTION 

The Locust Summit Central Breaker is located in the Mount Carmel Borough vicinity in 
Mount Carmel Township, Northumberland County, Pennsylvania. The breaker and a majority 
of the associated buildings were built in 1929 by the Stone & Webster Engineering Corpora
tion of New York for the Philadelphia & Reading Coal & Iron Company. Upon its completion 
in 1930, the Locust Summit Central Breaker was touted as the largest and most modem 
breaker of its kind in the world. At the breaker's inception, it was supplied with coal carried 
by the Reading Railroad. This coal was collected from the Alaska, Reliance, Locust Gap, and 
Potts Collieries, as well as the strip mine at Locust Summit (all situated in the Western
Middle Coal Field of the Anthracite Region). At the breaker, the coal was washed and sorted 
into various sizes ranging from "steamboat" to "barley" and loaded into trucks or railroad 
cars. The first car of coal was shipped from the Locust Summit Central Breaker on March 31, 
1930 (Philadelphia & Reading Coal & Iron Corporation [PRCIC] 1930:6). The Locust Sum
mit Central Breaker was built in an effort to centralize operations, thereby cutting operating 
costs. The centralized operation survived competition, the Great Depression, and labor prob
lems during the 1930s and 1940s only to suspend operations in 1958 due to diminishing sales 
and income (Buggy 1959:n.p.). 

The Locust Summit Central Breaker is eligible for listing in the National Register of 
Historic Places for its historic and technological significance. The Locust Summit Central 
Breaker is illustrative of attempts by coal companies to modernize and centralize processing 
operations during the early decades of the twentieth century. The history of the Locust Sum
mit operation relates the effect of centralization on labor relations, local economies, and the 
coal industry itself. An examination of the breaker and its associated buildings, structures, and 
land features illustrates the engineering and technological advances incorporated in the plan
ning and construction of this coal processing complex. 

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION AND SETTING 

The Locust Summit Central Breaker complex is located on the east and west sides of 
State Route 2033, approximately 2.41 kilometers (1.5 miles) south of the borough of Mount 
Carmel in Mount Carmel Township, Northumberland County, Pennsylvania. The breaker is 
situated in a rural setting bordered by Mahanoy Mountain on the south and Locust Mountain 
on the north. The Locust Summit Central Breaker complex includes the breaker and approxi
mately sixteen associated buildings and structures. The boiler house, thaw shed, and flotation 
plant were located on the east side of S.R. 2033. No historic structures related to the central 
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breaker remain on the east side of S.R. 2033. The breaker, rotary car dumpers, sub station, and 
a number of other associated buildings and structures are situated on the west side of S.R. 
2033. Historic photographs show that all of the buildings, except for the retail coal scale (built 
in 1946), the flotation plant (built in 1949), and one small concrete structure standing immedi
ately northeast of the outgoing scales, were constructed in 1929. These photographs also 
document a number of buildings, structures, and railroad tracks that are no longer extant. A 
briquet plant built by the Philadelphia & Reading Coal & Iron Company in 1945 is also lo
cated on the west side of S.R. 2033, approximately 198 meters (650 feet) southwest of the 
breaker. The main, multi-story briquet plant building is no longer extant. Only one small 
building related to the briquet plant remains standing. While the briquet plant is part of the 
history of the Philadelphia & Reading Coal & Iron Company, none of these buildings or 
structures were directly related to the cleaning and sorting process of the breaker complex. 
The breaker complex has been vacant since 1958. The Reading Anthracite Coal Bagging 
Company occupies one modem building located southwest of the breaker on the west side of 
State Route 2033, and a salvage yard occupies the site of the former Reading Briquet Plant. 

The raw coal began its journey through the Locust Summit Central Breaker complex in 
the receiving yard located on the east side of S.R. 2033. The receiving yard, which is no 
longer extant, consisted of a series of railroad tracks, with a holding capacity of 264 standard 
coal cars. During the winter months the cars full of raw coal were placed in the thaw shed for 
thawing (Stone & Webster Engineering Corp. 1931: 1 ). Tracks from the receiving yard passed 
through the open ends (the southeast and northwest sides) of the thaw shed, and the coal cars 
entered through one of eight openings on the southeast side of the shed. The thaw shed had a 
holding capacity of twenty-four cars, three cars on each of the eight tracks. The boiler house, 
abutting the northwest wall of the thaw shed, pumped heated air through underground ducts to 
the thaw shed. The thaw shed and boiler house are no longer extant. 

The cars loaded with thawed coal exited the thaw shed, crossed S.R. 2033 by gravity, 
then rolled to the raw coal scale located approximately 198 meters (650 feet) to the southwest. 
The cars of raw coal were weighed automatically with the cars in motion as they passed over 
the scale (Stone & Webster Engineering Corp. 1931: 1 ). The actual scale and the tracks lead
ing to and from it are no longer extant, but the associated building remains standing. The raw 
coal scale building is a one story concrete structure measuring approximately 3.2 x 4.6 meters 
(10.5 x 15 feet). The hipped roof is covered with asbestos shingles, and rafter tails are exposed 
beneath the eaves. A door opening provides access on the southwest elevation, and multi-light 
metal awning windows are located on the remaining elevations. 

The railroad track split into two tracks as it stretched southwest of the raw coal scale, 
moving the carloads of raw coal into one of two rotary car dumpers. The rotary car dumpers-
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stand adjacent to each other, sheltered by an open iron shed. The shed has a gabled roof, with 
an office located in the northeast gable end. Three nine-light metal sash windows are placed 
symmetrically across the concrete exterior wall of the office. A section of the metal stairway 
leading to the office has been removed, rendering the office inaccessible. The iron rotary car 
dumpers are cylindrical in form. A single carload of raw coal would roll into a rotary dumper, 
where the car and dumper would be revolved 180 degrees to deposit the coal into a large hop
per located within the concrete floor. The emptied cars were bumped out of the rotary dum
pers by incoming loaded coal cars. From this point, the empty cars were either picked up by 
an electric locomotive and taken to the car wash stand, or allowed to drift, by gravity, to the 
empty car storage tracks (Stone & Webster Engineering Corp. 1931 :2). The coal from the ro
tary car dump hoppers was fed onto the main coal conveyors that extend 289.6 meters (950 
feet) to the top level of the breaker on its southeast elevation. 

The breaker stands adjacent to the main access lane of the breaker complex. The access 
lane angles off of S.R. 2033 in a southwesterly direction, approximately 457.2 meters (1500 
feet) north of the intersection of S.R. 2033 and S.R. 0901. The breaker is a rectangular, seven 
story building, measuring approximately 76.2 meters (250 feet) wide and 54.86 meters (180 
feet) deep at the base. The fifth and sixth floor section of the breaker extends the entire width 
of the building, but only measures approximately 24.38 meters (80 feet) deep. The seventh 
floor equals the depth of floors five and six, but does not measure the full width of the build
ing. A small gabled section ri~ing above the seventh floor provides access to the main coal 
conveyor that extends from the top of the breaker to the rotary car dump below. The iron 
frame of the breaker building is clad with sheets of corrugated asbestos, and the complex roof 
is covered with asbestos shingles. Much of the wall space on each floor is filled by bands of 
multi-light metal windows. 

The interior of the breaker has concrete floors with metal stairways providing access be
tween each story. Many of the stair railings and some of the stairs and catwalks have been re
moved. Most of the heavy equipment utilized in the processing of the coal remains in place, 
including crushers, Chance Cones, shakers, and scalping screens. The machinery is situated 
near the center of each floor, extending along the length of the building. In this manner, the 
coal would drop from one floor to the next as it passed through the coal processing machinery. 
A large doorway located on the northwest wall of the fifth floor provided a means of moving 
heavy equipment on and off of the upper floors of the building. 

A shower room is located at the northwest comer on the ground floor of the breaker. 
Two-pronged metal hooks supported by chain pulleys once hung from the shower room ceil
ing. The workers would lower the hooks, hang their clothes, and raise the hooks into the air 
while they showered. Few of the chains or hooks remain. The prepared coal laboratory and 
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~ small coal laboratory are located adjacent to the shower room on the ground floor of the 
breaker. Samples from each car of prepared coal were carried to the laboratories via an over
head conveyor and tested for sizing and impurities. Percentages of slate, bone, ash, oversize 
and undersize were determined for each car. Carloads that did not meet the Standards of 
Preparation were condemned and returned to the breaker for reprocessing (Williams 1946: 11 ). 
None of the furnishings or testing equipment remains. A metal shop occupies the northeast 
comer of the first floor, where a deteriorating lathe and drill press are still in place. 

A wood launder trough located on the fourth floor of the breaker recdved all of the water 
used in the coal cleaning process. This water contained sludge and silt. The trough exited the 
breaker near its northeast comer and extended approximately 121.9 meters (400 feet) to the 
center of the Dorr Thickener, north of the breaker. The section of the trough located inside the 
breaker is extant, but the exterior portion has been removed. The Dorr Thickener is a round, 
concrete lined pit, measuring 45.7 meters (150 feet) in diameter. Solids settled to the bottom 
of the Dorr Thickener and were raked to the center where the sludge entered a sump and was 
discharged by sludge pumps to the sludge basin. Overflowing water from the Dorr Thickener 
ran into a mixing tank, situated to the southeast. All circulating water used in the breaker 
complex was pumped from this 757060 liter (200,000 gallon) tank (Williams 1946:13). 

The make up water tank, standing northeast of the Dorr Thickener, provided water for the 
final coal washing process. Water was pumped into this 1135590 liter (300,000 gallon) tank 
from the Reliance Colliery, approximately 3.2 kilometers (2 miles) to the northeast. A small 
frame pump house abuts the south side of the make up water tank. The fresh water tank, 
standing south of the Dorr Thickener, has a capacity of 473162.5 liter (125,000 gallons), and 
provided all of the fresh water used at the plant. 

The truck and train loading bays are located in a shed-roofed area spanning the southeast 
elevation of the breaker and in a gabled section abutting the shed-roofed section to the south
east. The shed roof of the loading bay areas rises to the height of the fifth story of the breaker. 
The loading bays are open on the southwest and northeast ends, allowing for the entry and 
egress of the trucks and railroad cars. Six railroad tracks once passed from the loading yard 
into the loading bays, and a seventh track passed along the exterior wall of the gabled section. 
The tracks are no longer extant. In the loading bay area some sizes of processed coal were 
dropped into trucks or coal cars by gravity chutes from metal storage bunkers situated over the 
tracks. Other sizes of coal were conveyed from the breaker by loading boom belts into coal 
cars in the loading yard (Stone & Webster Engineering Corp. 1931:2). 

Refuse from the breaker was moved to the refuse loader. From there it was conveyed on 
belts to the refuse bank. The refuse loader is contained within a gabled, two-story section 
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abutting the northwest elevation of the main block of the breaker. From this point, all refuse 
was carried along an external 274.3 meter (900 feet) conveyor system to the refuse bank lo
cated northwest of the breaker. The conveyor system is no longer extant. 

Empty coal cars were automatically weighed as they passed over the light car scale before 
they passed into the loading bays inside the breaker. The empty cars were weighed for two 
reasons: 

1) The light weights of all cars from the rotary dump cars were given to the raw coal scale 
attendant so he could determine the amount of raw coal in each car dumped, in order that 
each operation would get credited for the amount of coal it loaded. 

2) The tickets on which the weighing of cars is recorded (of those going to the loading bay 
for loading) were sent through a tube system to the outgoing scales which are used for 
weighing the same car after loaded with coal for market. 

Empty cars could pass along a single track from the rotary car dump to the light car scale, 
located approximately 142.4 meters (500 feet) east of the breaker (Williams 1946:6). The 
track and scale are no longer extant, but the associated building remains standing. The light 
car scale building is a small concrete structure measuring approximately 1.8 meters (6 feet) 
wide and 2.4 meters (8 feet) deep. A doorway provides access on the west elevation, and fen
estration consists of multi-light metal windows. The hipped roof is clad with asbestos shin
gles. 

All of the coal loaded onto railroad cars at the breaker was automatically weighed when 
the cars passed over the outgoing scale located adjacent to the railroad tracks, approximately 
82.3 meters (270 feet) southwest of the breaker. From this scale, the cars of coal were run into 
the outgoing yard, with a capacity of 1,000 cars of coal, and awaited shipment (Williams 
1946:12). The scale and the tracks which lead to it are no longer extant, but the associated 
building remains standing. The outgoing scale building is a rectangular concrete block struc
ture measuring approximately 9.45 meters (31 feet) wide and 7.01 meters (23 feet) deep. The 
hipped roof is clad with asbestos shingles. The two-story building has three rooms on the first 
floor and two on the second floor. The interior walls and floors are also concrete. Fenestration 
consists of nine-light, metal windows. The center panes operate as an awning window and the 
upper and lower sash are fixed. 

A one-story store house that contained general supplies and materials for repair work 
stands adjacent to the northwest elevation of the breaker. The store house measures approxi
mately 31.09 meters (102 feet) wide and 13.11 meters (43 feet) deep. The exterior walls and 
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the gabled roof are clad with corrugated asbestos cement sheathing. Fenestration consists of 
multi-light awning windows, and metal double doors provide access on the northwest and 
northeast elevations. 

A blacksmith and carpentry shop stands approximately 22 meters (75 feet) northeast of 
the breaker. The various woodwork needed for repairs and construction was completed here. 
The blacksmith and carpentry shop is a rectangular building measuring approximately 15.5 
meters (51 feet) wide and 9.2 meters (30 feet) deep. The shop sits on a concrete foundation 
and is clad with pressed metal siding. The side-gable roof is covered with corrugated metal, 
and three metal vent pipes straddle the roof ridge. Fenestration consists of multi-light metal 
windows, and a sliding metal door provides access on the east elevation. 

The sub station, located approximately 45.7 meters (150 feet) southwest of the breaker, 
provided power to the Locust Summit Central Breaker as well as most of the Philadelphia & 
Reading Iron & Coal Company's nearby satellite operations. None of the electric transformers 
are extant, but the associated building remains. The one-story sub station building measures 
approximately 10.06 meters (33 feet) wide and 11.27 meters (37 feet) deep. The building is 
constructed of concrete block, and is parged with a thin layer of concrete. The gabled roof has 
collapsed. Fenestration consists of multi-light metal awning windows, and a single-light panel 
door provides access on the northwest elevation. A small office room is located in the north
west comer of the building. 

The locomotive inspection house is located approximately 91.4 meters (300 feet) south
west of the sub station. This building was used to house the yard motor and to repair the yard 
motor and switch engine (Williams 1946:5). The one-story concrete block locomotive inspec
tion house measures approximately 10.66 meters (35 feet) wide and 12.19 meters (40 feet) 
deep. Large openings on the northeast and southwest elevations provided for the entry and 
egress of the locomotives. Fenestration consists of multi-light metal windows. 

The main office stands on the south side of the main access lane, approximately 167 .6 
meters (550 feet) from S.R. 2033. The main office is a one story, rectangular concrete build
ing measuring approximately 10.06 meters (33 feet) wide and 14.02 meters (46 feet) deep. 
The office has a hipped roof covered with asbestos shingles, and rafter tails are exposed be
neath the eaves. The main facade of the office building is five bays wide and faces southeast 
onto a dirt parking area. The central doorway is fitted with a six-light door capped by a three
light transom and flanked by sidelights. Six-over-six double-hung sash flank the doorway. A 
central doorway on the northwest elevation of the office is fitted with a single-light panel door 
capped by a three light transom. A six-light double-hung sash is located northwest of the en
trance, and a chimney flanked by six-light casement windows is situated to the southeast. 
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The interior space of the office is divided into four rooms that are accessed through bi
panel doors. The room at the northeast comer possesses architectural features uncommon to 
any other building within the complex. A tiled fireplace, centered on the northeast wall is 
flanked by built-in book cases. Two rectangular raised panels are situated, one over the other, 
above the fireplace, and the ceiling is circumscribed by a wood crown molding. The remain
ing three rooms are more plainly adorned. 

In the later years of the Locust Summit Central Breaker complex operation, coal was 
sometimes trucked in from outside operations for processing. This incoming coal was 
weighed at the retail coal scale (Williams 1946:6). This scale, built in 1946, is located along 
the main access lane, approximately 91 meters (300 feet) east of the breaker. This scale had 
two 15.3 meter (50 feet) scales on either side of the scale building to weigh all retail coal de
livered and all raw coal that was trucked to the breaker from nearby operations. The scales are 
no longer extant, but the associated building remains standing. The retail coal scale building is 
a concrete structure measuring approximately 9.14 meters (30 feet) wide and 4.3 meters (14 
feet) deep. A doorway provides access on the north elevation, and fenestration consists of 
multi-light metal windows. The hipped roof is clad with asbestos shingles. 

A dirt lane angles northward off of the main access lane, approximately 91.4 meters (300 
feet) west of S.R. 0901. A covered shaft and fan house are situated along the west side of the 
lane. The metal structure covering the shaft measures approximately 5.6 x 5.4 meters (18.5 x 
18 feet). The structure has flat vertical walls on the north, west, and south, and a curved wall 
on the east. The shaft cover is constructed of narrow sections of metal that are riveted at the 
seams. The metal structure sits on a concrete pad and wood sill. A small rectangular addition 
on the north elevation contains the access door, which is welded shut. 

The fan house, located approximately 9.14 meters (30 feet) west of the shaft, is con
structed of concrete block. The building measures approximately 7.5 x 5.5 meters (24.5 x 18 
feet). The north half of the building is enclosed, and the south half is open on the east and 
west elevations. Both sections of the building contain a large concrete slab in the center of the 
floor. Fans or some other type of equipment was attached to the concrete slabs by imbedded 
bolts that still protrude upward from the concrete. Fenestration consists of multi-light metal 
windows, and metal paneled doors provide access. 
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LOCAL HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

The Locust Summit Central Breaker is located in Pennsylvania's Western Middle An
thracite Field, which comprises approximately 243.46 square kilometers (94 square miles) of 
coal lands lying between the Susquehanna River and tributaries of the Schuylkill River in the 
counties of Schuylkill, Columbia, and Northumberland (Billinger 1954: 17). More than half of 
these coal lands were purchased by the Philadelphia and Reading Coal and Iron Company 
soon after its organization in 1870 as a subsidiary of the Philadelphia and Reading Railroad 
Company (Buggy 1959:np ). The parent company initiated these purchases in order to insure a 
continued heavy volume of coal traffic on its growing rail system. By the early years of the 
twentieth century, the Reading Company, through its Philadelphia and Reading Coal and Iron 
Company, controlled about 60% of the coal lands in the Schuylkill and Western Middle An
thracite Fields (Saylor 1964: 162-63). 

The chain of events leading up to the construction of the Locust Summit Central Breaker 
for the Philadelphia and Reading Coal and Iron Company in 1929 was set in motion on April 
26, 1920 when the Supreme Court, on the basis of recently-enacted anti-trust laws, ordered the 
dissolution of the corporate relationship between the Reading Railroad Company and its coal
producing subsidiary, the Philadelphia and Reading Coal and Iron Company. Under provi
sions of this order, a corporation called "The Philadelphia and Reading Coal and Iron Corpo
ration" was formed in 1923 to serve as the new parent company of the Philadelphia and 
Reading Coal and Iron Company. At the time of its organization, the Philadelphia and Read
ing Coal and Iron Corporation acquired all of the stock of the Philadelphia and Reading Coal 
and Iron Company from the Reading Railroad Company (Buggy 1959:np ). 

The break-up of Pennsylvania's "coal cartel" disrupted anthracite supply-and-demand 
patterns, resulting in increased competition, which led in tum to oversupply and lower profits. 
In this atmosphere, the Philadelphia and Reading Coal and Iron Company (PRCIC) was 
forced to consider ways of operating more efficiently and generating more marketable prod
ucts. While the demand for most types of coal had been declining since the tum of the cen
tury, smaller sizes of coal were becoming popular among home heating customers. The de
mand for "slack" or fine coal, in particular, was on the rise, especially for use in steel mills in 
the years following World War I. These mills required very clean coal, but at such fine sizes 
that it could not be cleaned by hand, as coal had been cleaned for a century (DiCiccio 
1993:281). It thus appeared to the PRCIC Directors that their company might have to adopt 
new technology and/or streamline its system ifit wanted to survive. 
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To lead the company into the uncertain future, the Directors elected a new president, An
drew J. Maloney, in 1927 (Buggy 1959:np). One ofMaloney's first acts was to hire Stone and 
Webster Engineering Corporation ofNew York to evaluate the PRCIC's facilities and identify 
areas of potential improvement. Studies conducted_ by Stone and Webster personnel over the 
course of the next year-and-a-half resulted in a number of reports and supplements on such 
aspects as "Electrification and Power Supply" and "Coal Preparation Plants." In a letter to 
Maloney dated February 26, 1929, Stone and Webster's vice-president and general manager 
J.H. Manning summarized the findings published in these reports. Included in this summary 
were the following observations and recommendations: 

The improvements proposed would replace present facilities which are uneco
nomical because of their generally antiquated design [most of the PRCIC's col
lieries were around 70 years old]. ... The comprehensive plans are designed to 
utilize to the fullest extent the present and potential value of The Philadelphia and 
Reading Coal and Iron Company's coal properties. These plans provide for the 
substitution of electric power for the inherently uneconomical hand-fired boilers, 
long steam transmission lines, old steam-driven units, and mule and steam loco
motive haulage, together with the replacement of the present thirty-two old and 
uneconomical breakers by the construction of six large coal preparation plants at 
strategic locations, and the modernization of one of the existing breakers. 

The locations of the six proposed new breakers were selected after special con
sideration was given to the characteristics and classification of the coals to be pre
pared as well as to topography, transportation, waste disposal and similar factors. 
Electricity could be purchased from the local utility company or generated by 
your company in a large central station, utilizing for fuel the fine sizes of coal 
which are a by-product. The transportation of the raw coal from the collieries to 
the preparation plants would be performed by the Reading railroad, with a few ex
ceptions where the Coal Company's facilities would be utilized. A decision as to 
generation or purchase of power may be deferred and need not in any way delay 
starting the program of electrification .... 

The work now proposed includes the construction of two large modem cen
tralized breakers designated as Locust Summit and St. Nicholas, with an aggre
gate capacity of about 25,000 tons [22679.5 tonnes] per day; general electrifica
tion of local transportation, hoists, ventilating fans, and pumps, in the two tribu
tary districts; and miscellaneous electrification in other parts of the property, 
where the condition of existing steam equipment dictates the necessity of immedi
ate change or replacement. 
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Construction of the Locust Summit breaker, the electrification in that district 
and the above mentioned electrification on other parts of the property would be 
undertaken immediately, and the St. Nicholas breaker together with the electrifi
cation in that district would follow in about six months. Under this schedule, the 
Locust Summit development would be completed during the current year, and the 
St. Nicholas development by about September, 1930. We estimate that the total 
construction costs of these developments would be about $19,150,000 and that the 
annual savings, based upon the production of the year 1928, would be about 
$4,400,000 before interest charges on the new investment. These estimates as
sume the sale of such fresh mined coal as will be released by the electrification 
program from use as fuel in the Company's boiler plants .... (Manning 1929). 

In essence, Stone and Webster's plan called for a modernization and centralization pro
gram commencing with the construction of a state-of-the-art breaker in each of two Western 
Middle Field mining districts. One of these central breakers, already designated "Locust 
Summit," was to serve a district embracing approximately 82.88 square kilometers (32 square 
miles) of coal lands and large communities in Schuylkill and Northumberland Counties such 
as Ashland, Mt. Carmel, and Shamokin (Williams 1946:1). 

The PRCIC's directors approved this plan, and in the spring of 1929 Stone and Webster 
began directing construction of the Locust Summit Central Breaker on a site encompassing 
213.67 hectares (528 acres) (Williams 1946:1). While the breaker was being built, improve
ments were being made to its "tributary" mines. It was noted in a PRCIC report that "general 
electrification of surface and underground transportation, hoists, ventilating fans and pumps" 
in these mines was "being accomplished as rapidly as possible, without unduly disturbing 
production in these mines" (PRCIC 1929:8). 

While the mining operations may not have been "unduly disturbed," the same could not 
be said of the local labor force. The PRCIC's move to_ward centralization was not popular 
among the area's large population of mine employees, who recognized that centralization 
would translate into lost jobs. Even before construction commenced on the Locust Summit 
Breaker, mine workers were protesting the first of the scheduled colliery shutdowns. In the 
summer of 1928 the United Mine Workers Union passed a resolution requesting the imple
mentation of a "work equalization" plan which would distribute mining and coal processing 
jobs among all the collieries of the company, thereby providing at least part-time work for the 
greatest number of employees. As this approach ran directly counter to the PRCIC's cost
cutting centralization program, the "work equalization" request was denied. By 1930, cen
tralization was taking its toll. The number of man-days of available work had fallen more than 
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25% over the course of the previous five years. Regular mine work in many parts of the an
thracite region was becoming rare. In some of the smaller coal towns, three out of four mine 
workers were either unemployed or underemployed (Miller and Sharpless 1985 :298). 

The finishing touches were put on the Locust Summit Central Breaker during the final 
days of March 1930. On April 2, 1930, PRCIC President Maloney was able to announce that 
"the wheels started turning today in our Locust Summit breaker" ( Coal Age 1930:218). The 
facility had cost $4.5 million to build, and was designed to process 300 carloads (about 
13607.7 tonnes [15,000 tons]) of coal per day, almost double that of the five breakers it was 
built to replace (Billinger 1954:21; PR CIC 1930:6). A description of the Locust Summit Cen
tral Breaker in terms of its "process and operation" was provided by Stone and Webster in a 
"Final Completion Cost Report" submitted to the PRCIC and dated April 17, 1931. The body 
of that report, transcribed below, represents the most comprehensive description of Locust 
Summit Central Breaker at the time of its opening (The following transcription is reproduced 
as originally typed): 

THE GENERAL scope of the work as covered by Completion Reports for J.O. 
5435 for the Locust Summit Central Breaker District is as follows:-The Engi
neering, Design and Construction of a New Central Breaker at Locust Summit; 
new Cleaner Plant at the Locust Summit Central Breaker, new Cleaner Plants and 
loading facilities at the Potts Colliery; also miscellaneous structures and facilities 
such as water supply and railroads required at the new Central Breaker and 
Cleaner Plants. 

THE PROCESS AND OPERATION of the new facilities may be briefly de
scribed as follows;- The sources of raw coal for the new Central Breaker (as 
covered by this job) are Alaska, Reliance, Locust Gap, and Potts Collieries and 
the new stripping operation at Locust Summit. Cleaner Plants at the collieries re
ceive raw coal direct from mining operation and scalp out the 6" material that is 
hand picked to eliminate rock. This coal is then crushed to a minus 6" and loaded 
into standard gauge hopper bottom coal cars together with the other minus 6" 
material. The raw coal is shipped in standard gauge coal cars via Reading Rail
road to the Central Breaker. Rock, etc. left at colliery cleaner plants is collected in 
hoppers and disposed ofby means oflarry cars to refuse dumps. 

At Locust Summit the raw coal from the stripping operation is delivered by 
drop bottom cars over a trestle to a stripping coal hopper near Cleaner Plant where 
it is dumped over a rail grizzly and passes to a hopper, then through chain curtain 
feeders to a pan feeder and on to a conveyor belt which delivers the product to the 
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Cleaner Plant. Raw coal from Locust Summit Cleaner Plant is conveyed by belt to 
the Main Conveyor belt delivering coal from Rotary Car Dump to Breaker. Pick
ing table rock eliminated at Cleaner Plant is dropped through chutes onto Breaker 
refuse belts and delivered to refuse bank. 

At the Central Breaker a raw coal gravity railroad storage yard with capacity of 
264 standard coal cars is provided. Raw coal in standard cars is placed in the yard 
by Railroad Company. A Thaw Shed of 24 car capacity, (receiving hot air heat 
from a Central Heating Plant adjacent thereto), is provided in thi~ yard to thaw 
coal frozen in cars during the winter months. Cars of raw coal as required are re
leased by car riders, and move by gravity from the Storage Yard over a track scale 
(provided at out-going throat of Raw Coal Yard) where weight is automatically 
obtained with car in motion; thence it moves to either of two Rotary Car Dumpers 
(in parallel) where cars are revolved and the coal dumped into hoppers. Empty 
cars are bumped off the Rotary Dumpers by oncoming loaded cars and are either 
picked up by an electric locomotive and delivered to a car wash stand ( capacity 4 
cars) at the head end of Prepared Coal Loading Yard, or drift to Empty Car Stor
age Tracks or Shop tracks for disposition by Railroad Company. Empty coal cars 
leave the car wash stand by gravity with a car rider and pass over a second track 
scale where cars are weighed empty while in motion; thence by gravity to one of 
six tracks provided in Loading Yard (capacity of 39 empty and 21 loaded cars) 
where Prepared Coal is loaded from Central Breaker by Loading Boom belts or, in 
the case of steam sizes, from the Storage Bunkers (over the tracks) by gravity 
chutes. For western shipments, coal is also loaded into box cars by means of a 
tilting type Box Car Loader. 

Movement of cars on all six loading tracks is controlled through retarders by 
an operator centrally located. Loaded cars pass by gravity from loading point to 
inspection bridge where cars of finished coal are inspected and samples relayed 
via conveyor to inspection laboratory located adjacent thereto in the breaker 
building. Cars are marked either "passed" or "rejected" and move on by gravity 
from the loading yard across a Loaded Car Track Scale (just behind outgoing 
throat of Loading Yard) where weight is obtained automatically with car in mo
tion. The cars pass to proper track of outbound gravity storage yard that has a ca
pacity of 980 cars. From this yard the Railroad Company handles the loaded cars 
making up trains on new Assembly and East and West bound departure tracks. 

Cars of finished coal condemned by inspectors are isolated in the outbound 
yard and transferred by the Railroad Company to a separate track in the Raw Coal 
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Yard where they are moved again by gravity over Incoming Track Scale to a spe
cial siding adjacent to the Rotary Car Dumps, where coal is dumped into con
demned coal hopper and fed by gravity chutes onto main conveyor belts and re
circulated through the breaker. Box cars of condemned coal are similarly handled. 

A pneumatic tube system between the empty and loaded car track scales is 
provided to convey weight tickets between them. (Cost not included in this job). 

After dumping into above mentioned hoppers provided under the two Rotary 
Car Dumpers, the raw coal is fed by means of four mechanically driven recipro
cating feeders onto either or both of two 48" wide main conveyor belts which re
ceive this raw coal and, at a later point, the raw product from Locust Summit 
Cleaner Plant, and deliver to the center and high point of the Central Breaker. 
Here the process is divided for each half of the Breaker ( containing identical sets 
of preparation equipment) by means of two reciprocating feeders, which receive 
the raw coal (one for each main belt) and delivers it to either or both of two sets of 
(reciprocating) primary scalping screens (one set for each side of Breaker). Prepa
ration process from hereon is in duplicate, and description follows for one side 
only: 

The primary scalping screens scalp out the plus 2Yz" material that is delivered 
directly to one 18' diameter Primary Chance Cone. The specific gravity of the 
sand and water mixture in the cone is so maintained that it floats out the coal to an 
overflow discharge onto two reciprocating desanding screens, the rock sinking in 
the cone to a refuse chamber at the bottom. The minus 2Yz" material is delivered 
via gravity chutes direct from primary scalping screen to the Secondary Feeder (to 
be mentioned later). The top deck of the desanding screen consists of two sec
tions; the first section is provided with 2- 7/16", and the second section with 4-
1/8", mesh screens. Sand and water and undersize pass through the first section 
onto a 3/32" mesh lower deck through which sand and water return to the sump. 
On the second section the overflow is fed to the #2 crusher, and the underflow 
goes to the #3 scalping screens over a blank deck. The overflow from the 3/32" 
deck goes via chute to the secondary feeder. The crushed coal from the #2 crusher 
is also fed to the #3 scalping screens. The #3 scalping screens scalp out the plus 
3" coal to a second or #3 crusher which discharges to the secondary feeder, the 
minus 3" coal passing directly to the secondary feeder. As mentioned above this 
secondary feeder also receives the minus 2Yz" raw coal which passed through the 
primary scalping screens via gravity chutes. The secondary feeders deliver to two 
pair of secondary feed screens, thus again dividing the coal flow in half. Each pair 
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of secondary feed screens scalp out plus 1" on the first deck and plus 5/16" on the 
second deck and direct to a 15 ft. diameter Secondary Chance Cone, of which 
there are two for each half of Breaker. The third deck of the Secondary Feed 
Screens scalps out minus 5/16" and plus 1/16" materials which are delivered to a 
pair of 8' Square Top Small Chance Cones, of which there are two pair in each 
half of Breaker. The minus 1/16 material passes through the secondary feed 
screens to a collecting hopper which can feed as desired either through the Dorr 
Classifier and a screw conveyor to the Hydrotator which produces #4 Buckwheat 
coal, or to the launder trough leading to the Dorr Thickener. 

The specific gravity of sand and water in the Secondary cone is so maintained 
that the cone floats out coal to an overflow discharge onto two Final Sizing 
Screens for each cone, the rock and bone sinking in the cone to a refuse chamber 
at the bottom. Each final sizing screen is in two sections in series; the first section 
screens on the first two decks and desands and dewaters on bottom deck. All coal 
is delivered to the second section which screens final prepared sizes (Nut, Stove, 
Furnace and Broken), and discharges each size respectively onto one of seven 
belts ( one belt each for Nut, Stove and Furnace size for each half of the Breaker 
and one for Broken size common to both halves). These belts discharge prepared 
sizes via chutes over seven Frederick type Deflatters to remove the flat pieces and 
thence to seven shaking_ feeders. At the head of each shaking feeder the coal is 
washed with clean water and passed on over a picking section of feeder where 
coal is hand picked for objectionable materials or discolored coal and discharged, 
via stationary chute (where coal is again washed with clean water), onto one of 
four Loading Boom belts (one each for Nut, Stove, Furnace and Broken), and fi
nally loaded into hopper or gondola cars on their respective tracks. The shaking 
feeders are also arranged to feed all four sizes onto a conveyor which discharges 
by chutes into box cars on a tipping Ottumwa Box Car Loader provided for load
ing this type of car. 

The second section of Final Sizing Screens drops the minus 3/4" coal through 
the bottom deck into collecting and dewatering hoppers (one for each screen) 
from which it passes into a Pea & Buck flight conveyor common to each half of 
the Breaker, discharging onto two screens ( over Coal Bunkers) which final size 
the Pea and Buckwheat coal and discharges finished product into bunkers, from 
which railroad cars on tracks directly under bunkers are loaded by gravity chutes. 

As mentioned above, the plus 1/16" and minus 5/16" material from bottom 
deck of Secondary feed screens passes down chutes to the pair of 8' Square Top 
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Small Chance Cones where the specific gravity of sand and water is maintained to 
float out the coal through overflow discharge onto a Rice and Barley Final Sizing 
Screen for each cone, the rock sinking in the cone to refuse chamber at the bot
tom, and bottom deck desands and dewaters the product. These Rice and Barley 
screens final size the coal, discharging finished product into a two section Rice 
and Barley flight conveyor which conveys to bin feeders which in tum deliver 
coal into the proper bunker from which railroad cars directly underneath are 
loaded by gravity chutes. 

At times when there is no market for broken size coal, the by-pass gate pro
vided in the Final Shaking Feeder permits feeding this size product into a Pure 
Coal crusher directly beneath, which crushes to smaller sizes and feeds onto either 
of two recirculating conveyors. These deliver to recirculating Pure Coal flight 
conveyors and discharge the coal back onto the secondary feed screens of either 
half of the breaker. Likewise bony or discolored coal picked from Final Picking 
Tables is crushed and similarly recirculated. The flats rejected through the Fre
derick deflatters are caught in hoppers and fed into two Flats crushers from which 
crushed coal is discharged onto either of the above mentioned recirculating con
veyors and product similarly recirculated. 

The degradation product from Pea and Buck Final sizing screen is caught in 
hoppers directly under screens and conveyed by chutes and a dewatering shaker 
screen into the recirculating flight conveyor to secondary feed screens. Two rail
road car loading tracks for steam size coal passing under the storage bunkers are 
supported and floored with concrete, and facilities are provided for flushing all 
fine coal spillage to a central coal spillage sump, from which coal is conveyed by 
bucket elevator to the above mentioned recirculating conveyors. Washings from 
the sprays on final distributing shakers flow through pipes- to the coal spillage 
sump, and the product is similarly recirculated. Facilities are provided at dis
charge of rock refuse from the bottom of 15' Chance Cones to scalp out the plus 
2-1/4" material, a considerable number of pieces of which is part coal or bony 
coal. This product feeds into Bone crushers, thence onto conveyor to raw coal 
conveyor from Cleaner Plant and is recirculated. A single picking table and Pri
mary Refuse crusher are provided to permit of reclaiming and similarly recircu
lating any lumps of part coal found in refuse from Primary or 18' Chance Cones. 

Refuse from the Chance Cones is first retained in a refuse chamber at base of 
each cone where it is automatically trapped by air operated electrically controlled 
sliding gates and discharged onto desanding screens which deliver refuse through 
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chutes to conveyor belts and onto either or both main refuse conveyors which ex
tend to rock refuse bank and discharge into large steel hopper from which refuse 
is loaded into side dump electrically operated larry cars and distributed over ref
use bank. 

A wood launder trough in the Breaker, extending the full length, receives all 
water from the process and discharges into the center of the 150' diameter Dorr 
Thickener. This water contains all sludge and silt smaller than 40 mesh and the 
waste discharged from the Hydrotators. In the Dorr Thickener the solids are set
tled out and raked on bottom to center, where sludge by gravity enters a sump and 
is discharged by sludge pumps to the sludge basin. The reclaimed water flows 
over rim of thickener into suction tank, where it re-enters the Process water sys
tem. 

Raw or make-up water for the Central Breaker is obtained from mine dewa
tering pumps at Reliance Colliery. Water pumped to surface enters a new Water 
Purification and Pumping Plant at Reliance, is treated with lime, and pumped over 
the mountain through cast iron and tile pipe to a 300,00 gallon [113562.36 liters] 
steel storage tank at the breaker. From here it enters the process through make-up 
pumps to the clean water sprays in the building (Stone & Webster Engineering 
Corp. 1931 ). 

In its annual report for 1930, the PRCIC described its Locust Summit Central Breaker as 
"the largest and most modem breaker of its kind in the world" (PRCIC 1931 :6). The total out
put from March 31 through the end of its first year of operation had been 1531769.8 tonnes 
(1,688,496 tons), with the record for a single day (October 31) of 13633.1 tonnes (15,028 
tons). The annual report for 1931-Locust Summit's first full year of operation-indicated 
that 1875243.5 tonnes (2,067,113 tons) of anthracite were produced (PRCIC 1931:6; PRCIC 
1932:9). Subsequent annual reports filed by the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania's Depart
ment of Mines would show the breaker's annual production totals riding a roller coaster over 
the course of the next two decades, from a low of 1532008.3 tonnes (1,688,759 tons) in 1938 
to a high of 2973150.9 tonnes (3,277,355 tons) in 1946. The following table includes those 
annual production figures, as well as those of the PRCIC as a whole and two other central 
breakers constructed in the Western Middle Anthracite Field: 



Corporate 
Production Summit 
9,776,054 1,668,496 17.06 
8,486,276 2,863,076 33.73 

1932 5,929,265 1,896,790 31.99 
1933 5,879,763 2,505,239 42.60 
1934 8,042,648 2,049,383 25.48 
1935 6,652,474 2,686,610 40.38 
1936 6,242,710 3,256,195 52.15 
1937 6,901,055 1,866,152 27.04 
1938 4,996,498 1,688,750 33.79 
1939 5,548,055 1,815,817 32.72 
1940 5,874,620 3,008,086 51.20 
1941 6,216,688 2,993,036 48.14 
1942 6,280,471 2,865,531 45.62 
1943 6,704,029 2,714,971 40.49 
1944 7,016,545 2,375,759 33.60 
1945 6,356,673 2,172,989 34.18 
1946 7,449,626 3,277,355 43.99 
1947 7,288,366 2,861,710 39.26 
1948 6,325,281 2,156,934 34.10 
1949 5,292,808 1,938,367 36.62 
1950 5,209,130 2,196,539 42.16 
1951 5,310,099 2,186,687 41.17 
1952 NIA 
1953 NIA 
1954 3,232,545 1,409,467 43.72 
195 3,056,631 122,720 4.01 
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Nicholas 

1,996,661 33.67 
1,702,092 28.94 
2,306,065 28.67 
1,825,025 27.43 
2,021,495 32.38 
2,067,271 29.95 
1,824,805 36.52 
3,339,494 60.19 
2,500,164 42.55 
2,165,547 34.83 
2,003,579 31.90 
2,282,828 34.05 
2,049,864 29.21 
1,906,963 29.99 
2,507,211 33.65 1,179,788 15.83 
2,655,900 36.44 705,308 09.76 
2,273,053 35.93 743,001 11.74 
1,869,224 35.31 694,651 13.12 
2,133,500 40.95 543,715 10.43 
1,964,005 36.98 795,292 14.97 

1,109,369 34.41 77,298 2.39 
1,578,937 51.65 704845 23.05 

(Source: Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, Department of Mines, Annual Reports 1930-1955) 
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This data indicates that during most of these years, the Locust Summit Central Breaker 
and its slightly younger counterpart 37.01 kilometers (23 miles) to the east, the St. Nicholas 
Central Breaker (which began operating commercially in the summer of 1932), together proc
essed roughly two-thirds of the Corporation's annual production. 

In 1944, the PRCIC began making plans to expand its Locust Summit facility to include a 
briquet plant (PRCIC 1944). A subsidiary company styled "The Reading Briquet Company" 
was organized to oversee the construction of this plant, which would produce (according to a 
company pamphlet) "an acceptable fuel for use in domestic furnaces, kitchen ranges, room 
heaters, hot water boilers, fire places, and brooder stoves." "Attractive" and "uniformly-sized" 
briquets, it was noted, were "also widely used in the production of lime, and in iron and steel 
foundries" (Butcher 1946:1). 

Construction of the briquet plant, located approximately 198 meters (650 feet) southwest 
of the Locust Summit Central Breaker, commenced in 1945, and the plant began operating 
commercially in February 1946 under the management of "The American Briquet Company," 
which had already had "27 years at successful briquet operation and [as of 1949] operates bri
quet plants at Lykens and Lincoln" (Butcher 1946:1). A Reading Briquet Company publica
tion indicated that "the process used in the manufacture of briquets comes from many years' 
experience and follows intensive research work conducted in the laboratories of the P. & R. 
[PRCIC]. The briquets are made principally from fine sizes of white ash anthracite which are 
mixed with a small amount of asphalt and other ingredients to improve combustion, and 
pressed into pillow-shaped blocks midway in size between stove and chestnut anthracite." The 
maximum daily production of the Reading Briquet Company's new plant was 907.18 tonnes 
(1,000 tons) of briquets. This product was sold under the trade name "Reading Briquets" 
(Butcher 1946:1). 

Another addition to the Locust Summit Central Breaker complex was made in 1949-50 
when the PRCIC constructed a coal flotation plant approximately 426.72 meters (1,400 feet) 
east of the breaker. A decade earlier the company had filed for a patent on a flotation process 
which would make possible the recovery of both large and small coal fractions that were oth
erwise being lost in preparation and discharged into sedimentation basins. Its developers 
called this method "the Lasseter Process." A patent had been awarded for this process in De
cember 1940, but nearly a decade of additional experimentation was needed before a contract 
could be let in August 1949 for the construction of the flotation plant at Locust Summit. This 
plant was placed in operation in April 1950, and commercial production commenced in the 
middle of May. As of February 1951, the plant had been operating "a total of 112 single shifts 
and 69 double shifts, and produced 1,643 railroad cars of coal which average approximately 
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54.4 tonnes (60 tons) per car after dewatering to approximately 14% moisture" (Gisler and 
MacPhail 1951:8). 

Centralization had streamlined the PRCIC, but it could not pull it entirely out of its eco
nomic quagmire. Amid charges of corporate mismanagement, the PRCIC petitioned the courts 
in 193 7 for permission to reorganize financially. The company would eventually file for bank
ruptcy, only to regain its financial feet during the post-World War II boom. As of 1949, the 
PRCIC was doing better than it had in years, operating nine collieries in support of its two 
central breakers (Locust Summit and St. Nicholas) and its new breaker at the Oak Hill Col
liery. The company, its subsidiaries, and contractors employed over 10,000 persons, while 
producing nearly 27215.5 tonnes (30,000 tons) of prepared coal from its mines and three 
breakers (Buggy 1959:n.p.). 

Then, according to Howard A. Newman, who would be named President and CEO of the 
PRCIC in 1956, the company began "suffering mightily from the general decline in anthracite 
markets and the accompanying fierce price competition .... In 1952 sales and earnings started 
to slide, and in 1953 net sales of $57,000,000 produced net income of only $100,000-7 cents 
per share, or virtually no return on equity. By 1954, sales declined to $46,000,000, bringing a 
frightening net loss of $7,324,000, and erosion of almost 17 per cent of stockholders' equity 
in just one year" (Newman 1957:n.p.). 

The PRCIC's directors decided the company had to diversify and liquidate. Diversifica
tion took the form of acquiring the Union Underwear Company ("the world's largest manu
facturer of men's and boys' Fruit of the Loom garments") in August 1955, and the Acme Boot 
Company ("the nation's largest producer ofleather cowboy, Wellington, Majorette, and engi
neer boots") in February 1956 (Newman 1957:n.p.). Liquidation took the form of land sales 
and colliery closings. Among the casualties was the Locust Summit Central Breaker. With 
UMW Union approval, the breaker was shut down to a "stand-by" basis in January 1955. 
Eighty-five of its 300 employees stayed on to operate the flotation plant and to ship coal from 
stripping operations to the St. Nicholas breaker for preparation. This closure, along with those 
at Locust Summit's tributary mines, necessitated the laying off of approximately 1,700 em
ployees (Buggy 1959:n.p.). 

The PRCIC regained its footing within a matter of months under the leadership of new 
president Howard Newman. Among Newman's first acts was to reorganize the company as 
"Reading Anthracite, Inc.," a subsidiary of the Philadelphia and Reading Coal and Iron Cor
poration (Buggy 1959:n.p.). By the close of 1956, Reading Anthracite was again in the black. 
Newman noted at that time that the company had "turned into 1957 with our three major divi-
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sions-Reading Anthracite, Union Underwear, and Acme Boot-all strong and healthy" 
(Newman 1957:n.p.). 

The Locust Summit Central Breaker, however, did not resume operation, and work was 
eventually discontinued at the flotation plant. The Reading Anthracite Coal Bagging Com
pany has been established on the property in a single modern building located approximately 
76 meters (250 feet) southwest of the breaker. The coal bagging operation continues to em
ploy one to two persons on the Locust Summit Central Breaker property. All of the historic 
buildings and structures on the property remain abandoned. 
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LOCUST SUMMIT CENTRAL BREAKER 
(Locust Gap Colliery) 

HAER No. PA-203 
(Page 26) 

KEY FOR FLOW DIAGRAMS 
I. TO DORR THICKEl'iER 
2, 2 PRIMARY CHAl'iCE COl'iES 18' DIAMETER 
3. SAND SUMP 
4. SAND PUMP 
S. NO. 3 SCALPING SCREENS 
6. 8' SMALL CHANCE CONE 
7. SECONDARY DESIL TING SCREEl'iS 
8. PURE FLIGHT COl'iVEYOR 
9. SECONDARY SHAKING FEEDERS 
JO. SECONDARY COl'iE FEED SCREENS 
II, SECONDARY IS' CHANCE CONE 
12. FINAL SIZING SCREENS 
13. PREPARED COAL CONVEYORS 

A. STEAMBOAT & BROKEN 
B. FURNACE 
C. STOVE 
D. NUT 

14. PEA & BUCK FLIGHT CONVEYORS 
1S. RICE & BARLEY SIZING SCREENS CONVEYORS 
16. RICE FLIGHT & DEWATERING SCREEN CONVEYORS 
17. BARLEY FLIGHT & DEWATERING SCREEN 
18. RETAIL COAL POCKETS 

A. FURNACE 
B. STOVE 
C. NUT 

19. DEFLATTERS 
20. FLA TS ROLLS 
21, PURE COAL ROLLS . 
22. PICKING TABLES 
23. DISTRIBUTING SHAKERS 

A. STEAMBOAT & BROKEN 
B. FURNACE 
C. STOVE 
D. NUT 
E. PEA 

24. PEA & BUCK SCREENS 
2S. COAL STORAGE BINS 

A. BARLEY 
B. RICE 
C. BUCK 
D. PEA 

26. LOADING BOOMS 
27. PEA CONVEYOR 
28. COAL SPILLAGE SUMP 
29. BUCKET ELEV A TOR 
30, BOX CAR LOADER 
31. STRIPPER COAL & BONE RETURN CONVEYOR 
32. REFUSE CONVEYOR 
33. NO. I ROLL 
34. CROSS CONVEYOR 
35. APRON CONVEYOR 
36. STRIPPING COAL DUMP HOPPER 
37. LUMP COAL SHAKER 
38. PICKING TABLE 
39. DESANDING SCREEN 
40. STOVE BONE ROLLS 
41. FURNACE BONE ROLLS 
42. BONE CONVEYOR 
43. TO SECONDARY CONE DESANDING HOPPER 
44. BONE ROLLS 
45. PRIMARY REFUSE PICKING TABLE 

Prepared by C.H.R.S., Inc. 
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